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Minutes 

Indian Hills General Improvement District 

Board of Trustees Meeting 

District Office 

3394 James Lee Park Rd. #A 

Carson City, NV  89705 

        August 16, 2017 

6:00 P.M. Regular Meeting 

 
 

 

 

Trustees Present: Chairman Brian Patrick, Vice Chairman Ronny Lynch, Secretary/Treasurer Bill 

Eisele, Trustee Denise Pierini and Trustee Chris Johnson. 

 

Trustees Absent: none 

 

Staff Present: General Manager John Lufrano and Administrative Assistant/Human Resources 

Brooke Thompson. 

 

Others Present: District Counsel Chuck Zumpft, District Engineer Tim Russell, Residents Paul  

Conrad, Eugene and Zoni Beisch, Lee Marie Van Dusen, Garry and Carol Denheyer and Kathryn  

Clark.  

 

6:00P.M. - Regular Meeting 
 

1. Call to Order 

Chairman Patrick called the Regular meeting to order at 6:00 P.M. Chairman Patrick 

 requested that all cell phones and pagers be turned off for recording purposes.  

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Secretary/Treasurer Eisele. 

 

3. Approval of Agenda 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve the agenda. Vice Chairman Lynch seconded. Motion  

carried unanimously. 

 

4.  Public Interest Comment: Resident Kathryn Clark stated that she is here today to let the 

Board know about the senior lunch program’s fourth year anniversary, all the Board should 

have received an invitation in their box. It will be Hawaiian themed, everyone will get a lei at 

the door. Douglas County will be making a special meal for them and a cake, she thinks that 

is nice. They will be having a costume contest, a poi eating contest and Linda will be giving 

Hula classes. Kathryn stated that luckily not everyone attends lunch at the same time because 

they are hitting 60 people on average and bingo on Wednesday’s has about 30 people. 

Kathryn stated that the program is going very well and all of the Board is invited to the 

anniversary/Hawaiian lunch. 

 

5.  Discussion and possible action to approve amendments to the District’s Personnel 

Policy Manual. General Manager John Lufrano stated that he thought tonight would be a 

splendid evening to allow Brooke to discuss the personnel policy being that she is our 
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official HR. John stated that this, was other than some review on his part 100% Brooke’s 

doing so any questions you have of the personnel policies please direct them at Brooke.  

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated he has nothing, he went through it pretty good. Bill stated 

this is all stuff from Pool Pact and the new laws and regulations for the District so he does 

not have any questions. 

Trustee Pierini stated that in reading through this she could see where some things needed to 

be changed. The changes are for the better, they benefit the District and the employees. It 

gives us a little extra protection is what she noticed. She is grateful for that and she is 

grateful that staff initiated this. Trustee Pierini asked if Mr. Zumpft had a chance to go over 

it because he is so thorough. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated well thank you for the 

compliment however he is not HR. Did he review it yes, did he study it no. Chuck stated 

Pool Pact puts together some pretty tight packages and he wouldn’t second guess anything 

they present. District Administrative Assistant/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated 

Denise, Pool Pacts attorney’s go through it before it is made available to us. Trustee Pierini 

stated that she was really happy to see the changes, she believes for the better. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he went through it and thinks that Brooke did a really good 

job, it is very clear especially with all the red and yellow. He spent about 45 minutes going 

through it, wonderful job. It is great for the District. 

Trustee Johnson stated that you could have saved some time by just rewriting it. Chris stated 

that it looks good, thank you. 

 

Public comment: none 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve amendments to the District’s Personnel Policy Manual.  

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion passed unanimously.  

 

6. Discussion only regarding a possible road assessment fee. 

 

Public comment: Resident Garry Denheyer stated that he was wondering if it is possible to take 

Vista Grande Boulevard all the way to Costco, instead of going all the way to the highway and 

waiting at all the lights. It is awful busy down there, it would be a great help to get the road to go all 

the way through. General Manager John Lufrano stated that we actually have had a lot of dialog 

with Douglas County about this. Douglas County is responsible for that section of Vista Grande and 

they are trying to get in the lands bill ownership of the land. Once they get ownership of the land 

they then have the ability and authority to extend that section of road. That is what we are waiting 

for or what the County is waiting for. John stated that we have been discussing this with Douglas 

County for at least six or seven years now.  

 

Chairman Patrick stated that he apologizes he didn’t explain this and the history before 

opening public comment. Brian stated that we do not have the ability to create a road fee, it 

is not within our purview. We have the ability to assess on water and sewer and we have 

done that to keep us from having to borrow money and be able to pay off bills. Brian stated 

that the difficulty we have with the roads, which is one of our primary responsibilities, is 

that the only monies we have for roads and parks is on your ad valorem or property taxes 

that everybody pays, which is sent to us from Douglas County so that we can take care of 

some of these roads. Brian stated that the amount of money that we get is about $250,000 a 

year. General Manager John Lufrano stated the ad valorem is actually $1,000,000. Chairman 

Patrick stated out of that we pay our employees and the upkeep here, what it boils down to 

when we are done with all that is we have about $250,000 a year. If you are aware of 

anything and how much stuff costs, you know that a couple hundred thousand dollars does 
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not cover a whole lot of road a year. At this point he believes we have 48 miles of road. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated 14 miles, so 28 lane miles. Chairman Patrick stated 14 

miles and that costs a lot. If we were to replace these roads at the rate we are going it would 

literally take 48 years to replace the roads that we have, doing like we are now a little bit at a 

time. Brian stated what he wants to do is open up a conversation about the possibility of a 

road fee, because if we don’t talk about it nothing is going to get done. If we talk about it 

and if nothing else you will be cognizant of the fact that we have to fix these babies. We 

have to fix these roads. Brian stated if you look at the PCI and all the red failing roads on 

this side, then the yellow right behind that. It is the age of the roads we live with. We need to 

fix these things and it takes time and it takes money. The only way we can consider this is if 

we introduce a road fee within our District to pay for this. Brian stated that there are some 

figures we put into the agenda regarding how much we would garner. If we talk about using 

that money to get a loan to fix the existing roads we are still going to be paying for them, 

that is part of the problem. Chairman Patrick stated that his concern is that everyone 

becomes more aware of how much it truly costs to fix a road. Brian stated that the County 

isn’t going to do it for us, the County is not responsible for our streets we are. Brian stated 

that one of the pieces of information that he wanted to have down here is at the bottom, he 

thought it was very interesting The Springs charges $53 a month for their homeowners 

association, La’Dagio charges $65 a month for their HOA and part of that is for road 

maintenance. Brian stated the last thing in the world he even wants to thing about is asking 

anybody in our District to pay that amount of money to take care of roads. Brian stated his 

concern is to be aware that we need to talk about this and we need to move forward and try 

to get a road fee because if we don’t try we get nowhere, you have to try somehow. You 

have to talk about it with your neighbors, with your friends, you have to talk about the 

possibilities because we can’t get anything fixed in any great form around here unless we 

try. Brian stated part of the step for that, if he is correct Brooke you looked up some 

information, don’t we have to have an initiative go out to the people, what did you find out. 

Administrative Assistant/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated no, we do not have to 

create a petition that is only for the general public. So we do not have to go through that 

process as a government agency. Chairman Patrick stated so the difficulty with a road fee is 

we the board can not establish this, we are not allowed to. We need the people to vote on 

this in order for the board to be able to implement a fee. Brian stated it is a hefty question 

and the entire community needs to think about it and vote on it, it will happen in the next 

voting cycle. Until then he wants us to talk about it, think about it and come up with the 

most cost efficient ways to deal with these roads. Brian stated if we don’t try nothing will 

happen. We were able to take care of and look to the future for water and sewer, we have 

done a good job here. The community has supported us. The roads we will need every 

bodies help with, it is up for discussion. 

Trustee Johnson stated that his primary concern here is as discussed before, if we get a loan 

the monthly payment would be basically everything that we have right now going into our 

roads. In the near term it will be great, in ten years we will have yellow roads across the 

board, in 15 years we will have yellow and red roads across the board. We will not be able 

to pay for any maintenance because every penny we get will go into paying back that loan. 

Chris stated as far as raising a fee or a road assessment fee, Brooke how many people would 

you say are on the delinquent accounts list per month. Administrative Assistant/Human 

Resources Brooke Thompson stated about 30-50. Trustee Johnson stated to him he sees 

$10.00 per month and he says ok, do it. Chris stated that he knows too many of his 

neighbors that cannot afford that $10 per month. $10.00 per month is a big thing to them. 

Chris stated that he knows we have a large number of seniors in our district who are on a 

fixed income, $10.00 a month for them is a big chunk. They cannot get the extra income 
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anywhere else. Trustee Johnson stated that we have too many residents in our district who 

cannot afford this additional assessment fee.  

Chairman Patrick stated then how do you propose we fix the roads then. 

Trustee Johnson stated I don’t have the answer to that question. It is the same question that 

is being asked across the county, across the entire state he does not think there is any agency 

or a very few that are saying oh great we have all the money we need for roads. 

Unfortunately this is a problem, he does not have the answer to that. Everyone has this issue 

right now. Trustee Johnson stated right now we are putting some forward and it is something 

that we are going to have to keep researching. Trustee Johnson stated that he agrees with 

you, these roads especially all this red, this red scares him. We are going to have to work on 

that soon otherwise they won’t be roads anymore. Chairman Patrick asked how are you 

going to pay for that. Trustee Johnson stated as I’ve said I don’t know. As it is right now we 

take $250,000-$300,000 per year and put that aside for roads, so every 2 years we have 

$500,000 for a road project. It is going to take some time. Trustee Johnson stated that he 

would like to be the first to point out that probably before we go out and address all these 

red roads we have to go back and start addressing these green roads because we have to do 

upkeep on the green roads otherwise they will become yellow roads. We have to look at how 

to balance this out. Trustee Johnson stated unfortunately we are in a situation where our 

predecessors didn’t do anything for it. We are in a situation where we are playing catch up 

and there is no simple answer to get out of this. He thinks looking at a road assessment fee 

is, as much as he would love to do it, it would be great but he does not think that we have a 

lot of residents that could do it. Chris stated that if we have 30-50 people on the late list 

every month, that list is probable going to jump up to 50-70 people because there are a lot of 

people out there that are living paycheck to paycheck. Trustee Johnson stated, every penny 

that they make, plus a few that they don’t make are spoken for.  He is sympathetic to those 

people but he doesn’t have the answer for you, he wishes he did have an answer on how to 

fix roads. Chris stated that he thinks we need to continue on the way that we are going and 

keep looking at possible solutions. He commended Brian on this research and what he has 

done here. This is the kind of stuff that is going to keep pushing us forward and looking for 

answers that will work for the District. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated that the only thing he has to say and he thinks Tim would 

agree is that the County is in worse shape than we are as far as putting money towards roads. 

We have some really bad roads, they have a whole bunch of bad roads, and they don’t have 

any money. We probably have more money per mileage of roads than the county does, 

unfortunately. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated like Chris said, there are a lot of places that 

are hurting a lot more than we are right now. Bill stated that he wishes he had the answer. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated that he does not think the community can take the $10.00 

or $5.00, he doesn’t know what the answer is either. He knows that we have some roads 

coming up that we will have to reseal, he does not know how much that is going to be. John 

do you. General Manager John Lufrano stated yes the engineers estimate to do Vista Grande 

from Jacks Valley Road all the way to Coloma, which is resealing the road and restriping the 

road is about $85,000. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated yeah see we have to do that because 

if we don’t those roads are going to deteriorate. Bill stated he does not have the answers he 

wished he did. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated if he can interject something just for making sure that 

all points are being heard and discussed today. This can go two different ways, it can be a 

monthly assessment fee or it can go in the form of a tax. It is an assessment fee that would 

be garnered at the end of the tax year along with our property tax bill. Secretary/Treasurer 

Eisele stated yeah but we are still talking about the same thing here, they cannot afford it. 
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General Manager John Lufrano stated he knows he just wanted to make sure he got that out 

there. 

Trustee Pierini stated that she is so on board with what the Board is talking about. She is 

surrounded by older people, she is an older person. Denise stated that she is struggling to 

keep her place looking like she cares about it. Trustee Pierini stated so really she feels the 

pain that you’re talking about but quite frankly she thinks that it is our responsibility to this 

community to keep it a nice place. In past years, if we ever had enough money to take care 

of the roads properly, it wasn’t done. Denise stated now being responsible as we are, this 

Board and the employees and all of the community that have always supported us with the 

way we have had to go and the decisions they have had to make. Trustee Pierini stated that 

we need to come up with some money, it has to come from the community and the only fair 

way is it to let our neighbors vote on it and then we have to make the tough decision of how 

we are going to support it. Denise stated that she wants to pass this neighborhood onto the 

next generation that is what she looks at this community as, this is like her family. She wants 

the next generation of this community to be able to look back and say wow those people, 

meaning all of us that lived here made the sacrifices that they had to. Denise stated that she 

thinks that the responsible thing is to go with the assessment fee. We don’t get enough 

money annually to barely put a band aid on this. Our engineer Mr. Russell will tell you how 

much it costs to repave a road. We need the community support on this, to her the only 

question is how do we burden people the least and accomplish the goal. You have to keep 

the goal in mind. When we look back in time this is still a nice neighborhood and we are 

proud to live here. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated he has thought quite a bit about this. Ronny stated what the 

Board has to face and the people have to realize is if we go out and get a loan it would be for 

20 years. Ronny stated if you look at this breakdown you can see on a 3 million dollar loan 

the monthly payment would be $15,900 per month $190,800 per year. We would be in debt 

for 20 years. If we do that how would we keep up with the maintenance and replace 

equipment, trucks don’t last 20 years. We also have a payroll. We would not be able to do 

these things. Maybe we could do a sunset thing, that would be great but you would still have 

to pay for it. Ronny stated that you have to get this through your head. It would be easy for 

the board to move forward and do this and then what if something happens and we can’t pay 

this off, it would be up to the next Board to figure out. Vice Chairman Lynch stated that he 

knows the roads need to be done but this is not the way to do it.  

Chairman Patrick stated then what is the way to do it. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated just like Chris he is going to say the same thing, he does not 

know. Ronny stated he looks at the federal roads and state roads and they cannot come up 

with money to fix those either. Ronny stated he does not know the answer but he can’t do 

this, it is impossible. It’s just like a car if I can’t afford to pay it any more it gets 

repossessed. Ronny stated he really thinks it is great that Brian came up with this he just 

can’t do it. 

Chairman Patrick stated that he is trying to start a conversation. What he wants to do is he 

does not want to hear that we can’t do it. Brian stated god willing nothing like this should 

ever happen but what if we had a water failure and three streets got blown out and you are 

looking at 8 million dollars to repair it. Where is that money going to come from, we would 

have to go to USDA and get a loan to fix the roads. In the same light we did this with water 

and sewer. When he got on this board almost 12 years ago he was upset at the cost for water 

and sewer until he started looking at how much it costs to run this place. Chairman Patrick 

stated we had to raise rates, he is not proud of that but we had to, he is proud that we are 

taking care of the community and working towards getting rid of these loans and probably 

be able to take care of other issues. Brian stated that he doesn’t see a way, if we don’t do 
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something like this unfortunately. If there is a catastrophe we are going to have to do it 

anyway. Even if there is not a catastrophe at some point in time this gentleman over here, 

Tim is going to say you have to replace these streets because they are in total collapse. There 

will be, you will band aid it then there will be a total collapse at some point in time and it 

won’t be long. Brian stated that this is a possible solution, there may be another solution, 

and it may start raining $20 bills. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated what happens if we do this and then we have a road blow 

out, then we will have to go borrow more money on top of this. Chairman Patrick stated yes 

because these streets are old. 

Trustee Johnson stated he does not think anyone is talking about just doing band aid work 

that is absolutely not what we are doing, we are doing is more a triage, fixing what we can, 

when we can and taking care of the vital things as they need to be taken care of until we can 

get everything stabilized. Once we’ve got it stabilized, which yes it is going to take some 

time but once it is stabilized then we can maintain them a lot easier then replacing them. So 

no one is looking at putting band-aids on it right now. 

Trustee Pierini stated we are already doing that, we have come a long way, we have been 

saving money and we are putting every dime of that into the roads. Fortunately we have a 

little bit that also covers any catastrophe. For the first time since we started on this board we 

have a little cushion that is why she is in favor of taking it to the community and telling 

them we need their support. We need their financial support because the way this map looks, 

just as Brian so eloquently laid out we are in trouble and we need to raise some money and if 

the community doesn’t support that what will happen. Sure anybody can take out a loan but 

what would you tell your kids, save the money so you have a down payment for the car. Life 

is not fun when you don’t have cushion, we’re not here to have fun we are here to make 

tough decisions. A tough decision is for us to come together do the responsible thing, start 

saving some money so we can tell our engineer here we are behind you 100%. We believe in 

the plan that you have laid out for us and we are ready to get that ball rolling. You have all 

been back to the communities that you were raised in, you know walking down memory 

lane. How do those communities look today. I don’t know about you guys but where she 

lived at one time, it is pretty run down and it makes her so sad. It makes her sad because 

when her parents bought the home there it had so much promise but that community has not 

taken care of its neighborhood, she does not want that to be us. She wants her grandchildren 

to come back and say wow what a nice neighborhood, with five parks.  

General Manager John Lufrano stated if he may mention that we have gone about this on 

two fronts, one with some sort of monthly assessment fee as one possibility or along with 

that monthly assessment fee taking out a loan. John stated if we are not comfortable with the 

loan idea then throw it out, throw it out tonight. Let’s say we are not going to discuss the 

loan idea anymore because no one is comfortable with the 20 year commitment that is fine. 

Let’s then go back and discuss the monthly assessment fee, but again we have to ask the 

residents of the District if that is where they want to go. Vice Chairman Lynch stated could 

we generate enough money to do any good with the assessment fee. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated you know whatever we generate will be added to 

what we have been able to be set aside. Let’s say we go the $10.00 route and we can 

generate $200,000 plus, we are doubling what we get on a yearly basis, that is good but 

remember it cost us about $500,000 to do a half of a mile of road. So we will be doing a half 

of a mile at a time. But we will not get to maintain anything because we will have put it all 

into replacement. We won’t have money for equipment if something goes down because we 

earmarked it towards roads. It is a fine line that John thinks he has been successful in not 

having to worry a great deal about replacing stuff but it is catching up, whether it’s capital 

replacement out in the parks or something else it still has to be part of the discussion. 
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Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated his memory is leaving him he knows we have two loans 

out, one for water and one for sewer, when are those loans going to be paid off. General 

Manager John Lufrano stated the first is for sewer in 2019 and then they start trickling in 

from there.  

Chairman Patrick stated but that money is dedicated to sewer, those are enterprise funds. 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated yeah that’s what I thought. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated where you have breathing room if you will, is if you 

have a water line in Plymouth Drive that when we go and replace Plymouth we have to 

replace that water line underneath, you have funds in the water department allowing you to 

compensate for some of that asphalt that you would have to replace. So you do have those 

funds available that are totally legitimate to use in a situation like that. District Engineer Tim 

Russell stated that he was going to say the same thing. If you were to replace water and 

sewer lines at same time you do a road you could probably cover somewhere around 30-

40% of the road project from sewer or water funds. The District’s water and sewer are 

getting older and if we are going to replace some of the roads like Plymouth and those areas 

we probably want to look at replacing the water and sewer lines at the same time. Probably 

30-40% of the cost of the road could be borne by the water and sewer because you could 

justify using those funds, if you were to go in there without doing the road that is about how 

much it would cost to replace those utilities at that time. Tim stated so you can come up with 

a plan, here is the water, sewer and roads do it in such a way that you can stretch the dollar. 

Tim stated that he has been doing roads a long time, before he was with the District he did a 

lot of work with the Town of Minden and they put 4-$500,000 a year into roads and then 

they spend about $50-$100,000 on maintenance a year. It is amazing if you just keep at it, in 

5 years, in 10 years, it is amazing how you start to catch up. Tim stated roads unfortunately 

are the thing that never stops, they are always going to be a cost but if you can catch up and 

have that ongoing maintenance they will last longer and hopefully you can make some 

gains.  

Chairman Patrick stated that he has two things he wants to say and then we are going to 

close this and move on. Brian stated he is looking at the most recent pavement condition 

index (PCI), is it accurate from 2013. District Engineer Tim Russell stated yes the last time 

we did an inspection was 2013. Chairman Patrick stated so that was four years ago. This is 

obviously not updated. District Engineer Tim Russell stated that he did update it to include 

the roads that have been recently done within the last 4 years or so. Chairman Patrick stated 

knowing that, know that there are more problems sitting out there. Brian stated that we 

belong to the County and at some point in time those boys down there are going to have to 

create a road fee because they are in the same boat we are in. You are going to get it, we are 

all going to get their assessment to fix their roads because we are not sacra saint outside of 

the County. When that comes in remember that, you are going to get dinged to fix the 

County roads at some time. Brian stated let’s move on because we have been on this for 

some time.   

  

Public comment: Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen asked if you can float bonds to cover this. 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated that is essentially what that is and the discussion being has. To 

float a bond you have to have a revenue source to pay back the loan so that is what the assessment 

fee would be, to cover and payback a loan or bond. Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen said and the 

District doesn’t have it. Chairman Patrick you could float a bond but we have to pay for it, it is a 

loan. Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen stated we are just getting so sick of being hammered by 

everybody, thank goodness she has some health insurance coverage, some of her friends who are 

seniors up until yesterday didn’t know if they would have health insurance. They are freaking out 

about what is happening. To get hammered on all sides is just hard, the last time she came to a 
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board meeting the discussion she remembers was the senior center getting built, the parks are 

beautiful but who is using them, who uses the bathroom at North Sunridge Park, why do we have 

these expenses. Every year your employees get an increase in salary, you’re getting paid for these 

meetings and what are the people getting that are retired a lot of them don’t have pensions. They are 

getting 1 or 2% increase in social security which was not even at a maximum, they are trying to 

make it. She is cutting back on a lot of things. If she would have know that the water rates would 

have increased so much over the years that would have had a big impact on her buying here. It gets 

to the point of being a hardship, it is getting ridiculous. You try to scale back and use less water and 

your minimum bill is ridiculous anyway and now you are going to add more to it. Everyone is 

getting sick and tired of being pounded into the ground. That is her input on it and she would not 

back this at all and she would talk it up to not have people vote for this in any way. Chairman 

Patrick stated and what street do you live on. Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen stated that she lives on 

Sunridge. Trustee Johnson stated that is exactly the point he wanted to make. 

Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen stated this is bad and it is too bad that this board has to deal with it, 

but this has been going on since she has been here and nobody does anything until it is a 

catastrophe, the sky is falling, the streets are caving in, the water pipes are breaking, we have to get 

pumps and do this and do that. Where has all the money been going. Chairman Patrick stated to 

exactly all those things that you have been talking about. Resident Lee Marie Van Dusen it hasn’t 

been or we wouldn’t be having all these water rate increases and now you’re talking about an 

assessment fee. If I lived in a gated community then I know what my assessment is and I would take 

that into consideration and expect it to go up somewhat. She came in here not expecting to be 

treated like she is in a gate community where every year things keep going up. It is ridiculous she 

will stand on corners with signs because she is sick of being taxed to death. Her kids would not 

want to come back, want her property or even be able to afford it. That comedian talked about 

North Korea shooting the missiles to Reno maybe they should shoot it to Indian Hills because she’s 

had it.  

   

7. Reports to the Board: 

a. General Manager Report 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed his report with the Board. Vice 

Chairman Lynch stated that he lives on the other side in Sunridge and he has 

been at his house for 20 years. The parks look really good, they are nice and 

green and better than he has ever seen them. The crack repair is great and 

looks good, he was happy to see those two items. 

Trustee Pierini stated that she wanted to compliment Mr. Lufrano on how he 

worked with Pool Pact and Game time to replace the playground equipment 

that was a potential hazard and danger to the children using it. You did a 

marvelous job at asking them to contribute, it cost us very little money to 

make that a safe park for the children to play. Trustee Pierini stated that she 

would like to highlight in these reports there are always how many new 

accounts we have had. For the past 3 months we have, May 9, June 14 and 

July 15 new accounts, this is a thriving community and a desirable 

community. 

Chairman Patrick asked how much did the cracks on South Sunridge cost. 

General Manger John Lufrano stated just under $100,000. 

Vice Chairman Lynch stated to the lady that just spoke, he definitely feels for 

you, you mention sewer and water and how the prices went up on that. He 

has been here for 20 years. Trustee Johnson stated does this have something 

to do with the current item, if not per Roberts rules we may not be able to 

address her comment, Chuck. District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated I agree.  
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       1.  Water 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Water report with the 

Board.  

 

2. Wastewater 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Wastewater report with 

the Board.  

 

b. District Accountant Report 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the District Accountant report with 

the Board.  

 

c. Engineer Report 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated that it has been pretty quiet the last 

couple of months. Mainly he has been working with John on the South 

Sunridge crack repair, some other road stuff that we discussed tonight and 

other miscellaneous odds and ends that come up. 

Chairman Patrick asked what it would cost to update this PCI. District 

Engineer Tim Russell stated that he gave John that number a few months 

ago. He will get that number to John. Chairman Patrick asked for this to be 

on the agenda in September. District Engineer Tim Russell stated we can do 

it two ways, we can agendize it for half of the district or the entire District, 

typically we have done half one year and half the next to keep the cost down. 

It is up to you. 

 

d. Attorney Report 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated he hopes you all have had a good 

summer. He has. Chuck stated since the interlocal water agreements got all 

pinned down he thinks he has worn out his welcome with John and Brooke 

because he has hardly heard from them. No news is good news and he has 

nothing to report.  

 

Public comment: none 

 

8. Discussion and possible action to approve Draft Minutes from the June 21, 2017 

Board Meeting. 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to approve Draft Minutes from the June 21, 2017 Board  

Meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion passed unanimously.  

  

9. Chairman and Trustees Reports, Correspondence 

Secretary/Treasurer Eisele stated Tim how much does it cost to drive around it a truck and 
look at the roads. District Engineer Tim Russell stated the process we do is, we have the 
district divided into sections each of those we take a 100 foot area, look at the road and 
measure the cracks, each section takes about 15-20 minutes so when you add those sections 
up. It is a lot of money and time, it takes a good week or so.  

General Manager John Lufrano stated yeah it is not just driving around and looking, you get 
out and measure. District Engineer Tim Russell stated yes and then we take that data and put 
it into a program that gives us the PCI. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele said ok just wondering.  
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District Engineer Tim Russell stated no it’s a good question, it sounds simple but it is quite 
the process. 

Trustee Johnson asked if they do any coring with that. District Engineer Tim Russell stated 
no, we can. Trustee Johnson stated well you can pretty much see through it anyways. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated with that do we want to bring this back next month or 
not, the road assessment discussion. Chairman Patrick stated that he would like to agendize 
the PCI. 

Trustee Johnson stated that he would like to see more discussion on the assessment fee. 

Trustee Pierini stated that she would like to know what the cost is to put this on the ballot, if 
there is any. General Manager John Lufrano stated at this point we do not believe there is 
any, but we will confirm that. 

 

10. Adjournment 

 

Trustee Johnson motioned to adjourn the meeting. Secretary/Treasurer Eisele seconded. Motion  

carried unanimously. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL APPROVED MINUTES AS PRESENTED 
 

 

 

Secretary/Treasurer 

Bill Eisele 


